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Apple introduced 64 bit  processing with OS X High Sierra and 
as a consequence some members have discovered that their 
old scanner will no longer work as its Driver is based on 32 bit 
technology.
Many scanner manufacturers have declined to update their 
Drivers from 32 bit to 64 bit, for older model scanners thus 
rendering them “obsolete”. Instead manufacturers are 
encouraging clients to purchase newer expensive models which 
operate with the 64 bit technology.

There is a future for your old scanner and it is much 
cheaper than purchasing a new machine.
VueScan works with almost every computer, supporting Linux, 
Mac and all versions of Windows up to Windows 10. It supports 
1,500 flatbed and film scanners, even if drivers are no longer 
available for the computer that you operate.
The VueScan 9.6.13 Professional Version of the app is the 
world’s most popular scanner that is is used extensively by 
photographers, home users, scanning services and 
corporations.
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Breathe new life into your old scanner with this 
handy scanning tool
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Main Features: 
VueScan is incredibly simple to use, with a neat wizard-based 
approach to scanning for the novice, and an Advanced button 
for those with a bit more experience. The results are 
impressive. 
You can output to JPEG, TIF, PDF and even access OCR-
capabilities for extracting text from scanned images.
English is provided by default but you can download other 
language files from the website. 
It has the ability to output your scan directly to your printer, 
effectively turning your existing equipment into a serviceable 
photocopying machine.

Purchasing Options:
A free trial version is available on the website although 
watermarks are placed across any scanned images, so you will 
need to purchase the app before you can take full advantage of 
its excellent features.
For a limited time, the standard version is available for $39.95 
USD and the professional version for $99.95 USD.
Click Here for a video review of the app by “Damm Good 
Reviews”, published Jan 16, 2017.

About Hamrick Software:
Hamrick Software was founded in 1991 by Ed Hamrick. Their 
first product was VuePrint, an easy to use JPEG viewer for 
Windows that for many years was the recommended image 
viewer for AOL, with more than 100,000 users. In 1998, the 
company first released VueScan, a program for scanning with 
flatbed and film scanners with more than 500,000 users all over 
the world.
Hamrick Software is a father and son team. Ed Hamrick and his 
son David Hamrick. 
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Bottom line:
VueScan is, in my opinion, an essential purchase if your 
scanner is no longer supported by the manufacturer and 
consequently no longer works on your computer. 
The app will keep your scanner operating with each new 
version of Mac OS that is released and thus save you having to 
purchase a new expensive scanner.
It contains many brilliant easy to use features which will more 
than cover your scanning requirements

I highly recommend VueScan to our members.


